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The Plantinum Collection
QUEEN

The Platinum collection, the best album of

music you can get. If you like Queen and

dancing to do catchy songs, this collection

is for you. It is a mix of greatest hits

number I greatest hits number II and

greatest hits number III all in one

collection. Everybody knows Queen and at

least one of their songs. For me even

nowadays their songs remain in our

heads. It’s not only the music, but also the

story behind it. For me, what makes it so

special is also the music with many big

artists like David Bowie.

About 1 billion people

have bought the Queen

albums all over the world

They're one of the few phenomena who

deliver on the hype, regardless of how

you approach them. Hate or love proggy

album suites? Doesn't matter, Queen

will make you feel good about your

choice. Freddie Mercury (born Farrokh

Bulsara on the British colony of

Zanzibar, East Africa), guitarist Brian

May, drummer Roger Taylor, and

bassist John Deacon comprised one of

the most successful, effective, and

productive bands of the rock era--

indeed, by some estimates, the most

successful rock band of all time. They

should be proud of the group.
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Thanks to Queen even if you’re having

a rough and bad day, the love, the

power, the joy, the passion and the

freedom they put in the music is just

wonderful to listen to. We get to see that

throughout the 15 hits of the album,

there are times in the lives where things

can get hard, but they were there for

each other and they are here for us.

What also makes it so special is that in

the 15 hits one of them was released

after Freddie Mercury’s death which

breaks ones heart, but also makes us

proud to see what he’s done throughout

his years of fame.

I would like to finish off and say that this album is important for everyone and it helps

develop our own pop culture and knowledge on Queen. They have changed so

much in music. In my opinion, without them rock would not be how it is nowadays. I

would definitely recommend this album to anyone of any age and whatever music

they listen to, because Queen is a group that everybody can love, especially if

you’re British.


